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CONCRETE BLOCK BRICKS

Due to a high share of slots, perfect for use in cubicle stable
Animal weight up to 85 kg or passable with 4 tons axle load
Surface with broom finish
Bearing: 12 cm
Load class: A2/A3
Concrete quality: C 40/50
Manufactured according to the requirements of DIN EN 12737
Standardly deburred slot edges

SIZES:

CONCRETE BLOCK BRICKS
Our concrete blocks are suitable for commercial use,
in agriculture, in the private sector as stationary or
flexible partition walls such as for various bulk goods
such as building materials, building rubble, compost,
silage, recycling material and much more.
Concrete blocks are not suitable as clinker walls.
Concrete blocks are built in the plug-in/stacking
system and are given their stability by the precisely
fitting pins. Corner elements and floor anchors are
therefore not required.
With the forklift you can move or move the stones
yourself without using a crane. Our product
guarantees static safety despite simple and quick
assembly. We would be happy to make you an
individual offer based on your planning.

Description
Mammoth 80
Mammoth 60
Maxi
Mini

Length
in cm
160
80
180
120
60
120
60
80
40

Width
in cm
80
80
60
60
60
60
60
40
40

Height
in cm
60
60
60
60
60
20
20
20
20

Weight
in kg
1.780
890
1.528
1.017
509
320
160
135
67,5

Usage
Mammoth
60 and 80:

· Partitions for various bulk goods
· Construction of halls or storage
systems
· Fire protection walls

Maxi and Mini:

· Area and path limits
· Garden walls
· Partitions, partitions and retaining
walls

The illustrations may differ from the actual version.
Subject to technical changes.
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